ANALYST QUICK NOTES
New products, M&A announcements, management shakeups, earnings surprises. Whatever the news,
you want to know what Argus thinks. Our Quick Notes fill this need by providing real-time analysis of
current news about Argus-covered companies or other market-moving events. Please check back
regularly for new Quick Notes. Important disclaimer information is on the last page of this document.
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Each month, Emerson provides a tally of rolling 3-month orders on a GAAP and constantcurrency basis. Given the breadth of Emerson’s offerings across the modern industrial economy
in areas including automation, sensors, process technology, and residential & commercial
construction, its monthly order trend is a good barometer of global industrial demand trend.
Rolling 3-month orders for May 2017 increased 8%, while underlying orders (excluding adverse
currency effects) rose 9%. This represented a significant turnaround from the low-single-digit
trend in the preceding two months.
Automation Solutions orders increased in high-single-digits, with North American oil & gas
markets acting as the primary drivers of growth. A strong turnaround in bookings and capital
spending by U.S. shale customers drove upstream growth, while midstream customers invested
in automation upgrades and infrastructure buildout. Europe and Latin American energy
customers also drove growth, offsetting weaker Asia.
Commercial & Residential Solutions orders increased high-single-digits led by North American
HVAC markets. Professional tool demand in oil & gas and construction-related markets remains
favorable. Additionally, both Europe and Asia were strong, reflecting broad-based air
conditioning demand and heat pump demand in China.
We regard the improvement in Emerson’s order trends as positive both for the EMR shares and
for the global industrial economy, given broad-based strength across industries and regions. We
regard the data as particularly positive for U.S. energy companies exposed to the major shale
basins.
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